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1 INT. SUBURBAN HOME - MORNING

NARRATOR, taking directly to the camera, sets up the scene
for the story.

NARRATOR
Isn’t it every girls dream to go
to their school formal? Most of
us look forward to it; some of us
are even excited about it.
However, Marissa was obsessed
with the formal. She had
everything planned - she was
going to be the Formal Queen!
However, things happened that day
that changed her plans forever.

Marissa’s MOM, former prom queen, now cooker cutter
suburban mother. Fashionably dressed, with perfect
make-up.

MOM
(Shouting up the stairs)

Marissa! --- Time to get up!

[CUT TO]

2 INT. MARISSA’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Typical girly teen room, posters of bands and heart throbs
hang on the wall. A wardrobe in the corner over flows with
clothes. A pink dresser and mirror covered in cosmetics
and toiletries is in the other corner. MARISSA is an
attractive teen with a peach and cream complexion. We see
she is already awake, she rubs her eyes a little as if
she’s hardly sleep a wink. Suddenly sitting upright she
can barely contain her excitement.

MARISSA
Today’s the day!! Ekkkkk

Flopping back in her bed she gazes at the ceiling
fancifully.

NARRATOR
Marissa is a day dreamer, and
while lying on her bed she
imagines how magical the gym will
look all done up for tonight’s
prom, twinkling soft star lights,
romantic music. Oh and of course
and how beautiful she will look
in her frilly chiffon gown.

[CUT TO]
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3 INT. SUBURBAN HOME - MORNING

NARRATOR
Marissa’s mother had high hopes,
certain her daughter could win
prom queen like she had done many
moons before.

Marissa’s mom has gone to the door to collect the mail,
casually walking back to the stairs. Looking slightly
irritated she looks up again and shouts a little louder.

MOM
Marissa I can’t hear you today is
the formal --- have you went back
to sleep!?!

Her mom pauses for a moment, angling her ear to listen.
Her frustration boils over.

MOM
GET UP!!!

Her mom walks to the kitchen looking at the mail and
shaking her head. We see an empty hallway leading to the
stairs, so we hear Marissa’s mom bellow.

MOM
MARISSA, GET UP!!!

[CUT TO]

4 INT. MARISSA’S BEDROOM - MORNING

Marissa bolts upright in bed. Letting out a growl of
frustration.

MARISSA
Okay, okay --- I’m up!!

Marissa leaps out of bed and hurries to her dresser.
Looking in the mirror she smiles at her beautiful
complexion.

NARRATOR
The fact that Marissa has a
mother who was a former formal
queen herself is clear to see as
she applies her make-up with
perfect precision. And it is
quite clear she has passed these
tricks on to her daughter.

Marissa spies her prom dress in mirror, hanging on her
wardrobe door. Turning with excitement as her bedroom door
opens. Her mom pops her head into the room just in time to
see her daughter squeal with excitement in the direction
of her prom dress. Marissa looks to her mom and gushes.
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MARISSA
WOW mom you’ve out done yourself,
it’s absolutely stunning. I LOVE
the extra diamantes!!

Stepping into the room with as much excitement as Marissa,
she smiles happily. Marissa’s mum hugs her daughter

MOM
I know how you love to sparkle!

Marissa gently touches the lavish fabric of her prom
dress, she turns to the mirror and gasps at her
reflection. Marissa’s mom smiles happily leaving her
daughter to finish getting ready. Marissa walks away from
the mirror, stopping she turns to look back at herself.
She flashes a beauty queen smile at herself, giving a
regal wave of the hand. Walking away elegantly, swaying
her hips, imagining she’s walking to collect the prom
queen crown on stage. Pretending to place a crown on her
head, she begins practice her acceptance speech.

[CUT TO]

5 INT. KITCHEN - MORNING

The kitchen is perfectly clean; the table is perfectly set
for Marissa’s breakfast. As Marissa enters the kitchen her
mom looks very pleased.

MOM
Jay is bound to ask you to prom,
you look stunning!

Marissa’s mom turns to a mirror on the wall, gently
smoothing her own hair she sprays it with firm hold hair
spray, it sits to perfection. Marissa sits down with a
huge smile on their face and nibbles some cold toast.

[CUT TO]

6 EXT. FRONT OF SCHOOL - MORNING

Marissa walks across a gravel ground that leads to her
school. She quickly becomes aware of everyone’s shocked
expressions as they stare at her. A smile frozen on her
face she shakes within. Gracefully moving forward she is
approached by her nemesis KATHLEEN and her two sidekicks,
STACEY and JACKIE.

NARRATOR
However, coming to school in her
formal dress, may not have been
the best idea. In the face of
cold hard reality Marissa has no
choice but to continue on.
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Kathleen grips Marissa’s arm roughly as she looks her up
and down.

KATHLEEN
What the hell are you wearing?

STACEY
You look ridiculous and that
dress is hideous!!

JACKIE
Is that the dress you’ve been
going on about to your loser
friends?!?

As Jackie laughs students around the school yard gather to
watch. Looking at Marissa and her getup they too erupt
with laughter. Stacy and Kathleen merge with the laughter
like two cackling evil witches. Marissa blushes and is
soon encircled by a group pointing and laughing at her.

JACKIE
I can’t believe you’re even
considering wearing that!

STACEY
She probably got it from a second
hand shop!

KATHLEEN
No wonder you can’t get a date,
looking like one of those doll’s
Granny’s used to cover their
spare toilet roll with.

A bell rings OS. Marissa still trembling, her head hung in
shame, snaps upright at the insult. ALANA and TINA join
the group.

TRACEY
You got something to say loser?!

The group of spectators jeer and laugh. Marissa wavers.

TINA
Maybe she’s going to cry!

TRACEY
(baby tone, while pretending
to rub a tearful eye)

AHH, you going to cry little
girl!

Every one laughs. ALANA starts to circle Marissa caressing
the fabric of her dress
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ALANA
What a lovely gown,.... wouldn’t
it be terrible girls if anything
were to spill on it?

Alana winks at Marissa tormentors, while Marissa nervously
looks from one girl to the other.

TINA
Guess I better be careful I don’t
accidently spill some of my juice
on it then.

Tina viciously pours her entire bottle of juice at
Marissa’s feet, Marissa jumps back just in time

TINA
(CONT’D)

OPPS how clumsy of me.

Every one laughs. Two boys standing on the outskirts of
the group are dragged into the centre by JACKIE and
STACEY. They decided to join in with the torture.

SEAN
(Raising his voice)

Hey Marissa, Marty says he’ll
take you to the dance tonight.

(Sniggers)

MARTY
(Gasping in embarrassment)

Shut up Sean, no I bloody didn’t!

MARTY
(CONT’D, looking at Marissa
with disgust)

Wouldn’t touch her with a barge
pole.

Everyone laughs. Kathleen, Stacey and Jackie start to walk
away laughing.

Marissa quickly gathers herself, she shouts after the
girls, confident at first till doubt takes hold.

MARISSA
NO!..... I’m not having your
abuse today... Not today, because
I know I look beautiful!

(Weakly)
You’re just jealous!!

Everyone gasps.

Kathleen grabs Marissa and shoves her; she hits the ground
with a thump. KATHLEEN, STACEY and JACKIE walk away
laughing like hyenas. Then Jackie leaves the group.
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JACKIE
I’ve P.E now, BORingggg, see ya’s
after lunch.

Alana, Tracey and Tina rushes to catch up with Kathleen
and Stacy. They all walk into school. Marissa can hear
ringing in her ears and her heart pounding as she
struggles to breathe. Marissa battles against the weight
and length of her dress, ripping it as she tries to stand.
The last of the on lookers disappear into school, none
seem concerned with helping Marissa.

MARISSA
(Speaking to herself)

It’s ok, it’s ok, I can fix this.

[CUT TO]

7 INT. SCHOOL CORRIDOR - MORNING

Marissa walks into school by herself, the corridors empty,
she’s already late for class.

NARRATOR
Marissa felt like an outsider,
constantly ridiculed and bullied.
Suddenly she sees her two best
friends. The girls had been
friends since nursery school.
They always watched out for each
other being seen as the odd ones
out at school.

Hearing footsteps quickly approaching she tenses up but is
relieved to see her two best friends.

SOPHIE
Marissa are you ok, we heard what
happened!

MARISSA
Yeah I think so, ripped my dress
though --- How bad is it?

LEA
It sure is ripped --- we can see
your pants, but I’ll grab this
bit here, bring it to the side
and use Sophie’s brooch to fasten
it --- there! Marissa I know we
didn’t have to wear our uniforms
today but what in the name of all
that is holy possessed you to
wear your formal dress at 9am in
the morning!?
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MARISSA
I know I guess I just got carried
away, I wanted to make the most
of it, I wanted to feel really
special --- Didn’t really think
it though I suppose.

Sophie hugs Marissa and then Lea follows suit.

SOPHIE
What are we going to do with you!
Come on we’ll get our gowns on
too!

[CUT TO]

8 INT. SCHOOL BATHROOM

LEA
Now let’s go show the school what
we’re made of, those bitches
won’t dare take on the three of
us!

The three friends giggle and laugh together feeling
stronger united in their own little bubble.

[CUT TO]

9 INT. SCHOOL CORRIDOR

The corridor is bustling with students on their way to
class

NARRATOR
As the girls walk down the
corridor, they are stopped in
their tracks, by their favourite
teacher, Mr Allen.

Mr Allen leans against the door frame of his classroom.

MR ALLEN
And what do we have here? ---
Three contenders for Miss World?

The girls giggle nervously as they look down at their
feet. They turn quickly when they hear loud voices. The
Head Master and P.E teacher walk down the corridor in
tense conversation, deeply agitated. The Head Master
confused and visibly shaken doesn’t even notice the girls
as his hand is bleeding profusely. Mr Allen sees the Head
Masters hand and extends in a worried voice.

MR ALLEN
Mr Higgins, what the hell
happened to your hand?! --- Are
you alright sir?
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MR ARMSTRONG
Does he look alright to you!?

NARRATOR
Principle Higgins hyper alert,
wide eyed is startled for a
moment but returns to
professional mode.

MR HIGGINS
(Unhappy tone)

Mr Allen what is the meaning of
this, the bell rang twelve
minutes ago!? --- Why aren’t you
teaching?

MR ARMSTRONG
Mr Higgins you need to keep your
arm elevated!

Marissa, Lea and Sophie stand gaping all the while.

MR ALLEN
I have a free class Sir,..., I’ve
been busy marking papers the past
half hour.

MR HIGGINS Clearly distressed with his injury and shocked
by Mr Allen’s out bust

MR HIGGINS
And the reason why you aren’t
still working inside your class
room...is?!

MR ARMSTRONG
Alright that’s enough of that, Mr
Higgins needs treated he was
bitten on the way into school,
pretty badly by an ex pupil
hovering around his house!

The caretaker comes around the corner with his mop and
bucket, cleaning up the trail of blood.

CARETAKER
Why would an ex pupil who
despised you wait all night
before they attacked you?!?

MR HIGGINS
Who said they despised me!?!

CARETAKER
Given the circumstances Sir, I’d
say they loathe you greatly!
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MR ARMSTRONG
Obviously off their head on
drugs!! --- complete menace to
society!

Mr Armstrong looks at the three girls for the first time,
authoritatively instructing.

MR ARMSTRONG
(CONT’D)

Right girls get to class, Mr
Higgins will deal with you when
he’s feeling better.

The girls scurry away with concern on their faces.

[CUT TO]

10 INT. CLASSROOM

Typical school classroom with displays on the wall. The
girls arrive late to class and enter to stares from their
classmates.

NARRATOR
However, Marissa’s day was just
about to go from bad to worse!

KATHLEEN
(Sneering)

Mrs Joyce did I miss something
--- I thought the formal was
tonight?

MRS JOYCE
(Ignoring Kathleen’s snide
comment)

Love the dresses girls, however I
don’t like tardiness, hurry up
and sit down.

MARISSA
(Smiling and swishing her
dress)

Thanks Mrs Joyce!

SOPHIE
Sorry Miss we were finishing the
decorations for tonight.

Kathleen, Stacey and Jackie stare at the girls with venom
in their eyes.

MRS JOYCE
Sorry girls I forgot you were
doing that today.

Mean girls whisper to each other and laugh.
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STACEY
God Kathleen and we thought
Marissa dress was hideous!

MRS JOUCE
(Angry voice)

Right that’s enough, I’m not
going to say it again. Right now
that’s better,

MRS JOYCE introduces a student teacher.

MRS JOYCE
(CONT’D)

Ok everyone I’d like to introduce
Miss Cotton, she’s a student
teacher down at Majellas primary
school, Miss Cotton and some of
her students will be joining us
today, due to their school being
broke into last night.

A few students look fused and whispering begins. MISS
COTTON steps forward.

MISS COTTON
Thank you Mrs Joyce, I’m very
glad to be here and am looking
forward to the formal this
evening.

STACEY
(Whispering to her friend)

I bet she is, probably had her
own formal last year.

Kathleen, Stacey and the rest of the mean girls all
snigger.

MRS JOYCE
Right class before we bring in
the young students I want you all
to be extra nice to them they are
very nervous. Any one not doing
so will be banned from attending
tonight’s formal.

STACEY
You hear that Kathleen, you
better be good or you will have
to miss tonight’s loser dance.

(Laughs)

Whole class sniggers
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MRS JOYCE
Right you two, just for that you
will be the first volunteers to
look after a young child each.

MISS COTTON.
Thanks Mrs Joyce

Miss Cotton heads toward the door and gently leads her shy
looking class in.

MRS JOYCE
Hello pets, there are empty seats
available for you all, the girls
will get you anything you may
need.

Mrs Joyce smiles and moves her hand out to emphasis the
direction she wants them to take. The kids nervously move
to find a seat. MISS COTTON Senses the uneasiness of her
pupils. Suddenly the sound of running feet and screaming
from the corridor fill the air. Everyone looks startled
and frightened. Miss Cotton runs to the door and locks it.

MRS JOYCE
Wait we need to know what’s going
on, it could be a fire!

MISS COTTON
Or a gunman!

Mrs Joyce peeks out to see a blood soaked corridor which
is now deserted before she shakily closes the door over
again. TRACEY Turns towards the sound coming from outside

TRACEY
Oh my god,..., look every one,...
out the window... oh my god.

Everyone runs towards the window and looks in horror. Some
students in the classroom scream and point at what they
see. Shocked to see a crowd of mutilated and bloody people
chasing two school football players. The football players
are mauled by the crowd, who are zombies.

MARISSA
(In a sad voice)

Oh no! That was Jay --- Guess I’m
going to have to find someone
else to go to the formal with
now.

Marissa looks to the floor with sadness.

NARRATOR
Marissa’s perfectly planned dream
was falling to pieces in front of
her eyes.
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Everyone else stares at her in disbelief. The door bust
open Mrs Joyce is still holding the handle but looking
towards the window frozen in shock, she doesn’t see or
hear Jeff before he abruptly enters. MRS JOYCE Shaking and
full of terror jumps backwards and screams. Jeff begins to
formulate the next move.

JEFF
Right Mrs Joyce let’s get the
kids out now.

Mrs Joyce is hysterical. Every one turns toward Jeff with
fear in their eyes but still frozen with shock until the
loud bang of a zombie slaps against the window scraping
and trying to get to them, then everyone jumps back and
runs to the other side of the class room. Screaming

MRS JOYCE
OH MY GOD what’s going on, what’s
happened to these people?!

MARISSA
What about the formal!?

Everyone looks from Mrs Joyce to Marissa, with shock on
their faces. Jeff ignores Marissa’s question and begins to
shout orders. Every one continues to scream. JEFF. Shouts
over everyone forcefully.

JEFF
Right everyone calm down now!...
I need to get everyone to a
secure room at the end of the
hall were Tommy and the other
survivors are. You need to do
precisely what I say or your all
going to die.

KYLE
Stay calm!....... But I’m already
panicking!!

JOY
(Shaking Kyle)

Stop Panicking now Kyle, your
loud voice is going to lead all
those things over to us.

MRS JOYCE
SURVIVORS!! Do you mean people
are dead!?

JEFF
People have been attacked and
died but they don’t stay dead
they become zombies.
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MRS JOYCE
(Frantic Voice)

Zombie!..... Dead!

JEFF
Yes Zombies... Hell has broken
out and is coming to get us. So
move your asses now!

STUDENTS
I don’t want to die!

JEFF
Right, move out everyone and keep
your eyes open. I’ll lead the
way, keep together.

The class of pupils move slowly and cautiously out. Mrs
Joyce, and Kathleen lift the smallest children while Miss
Cotton gathers the rest together.

[CUT TO]

11 INT. SCHOOL CORRIDOR

They make their way up a blood spattered corridor, hand
marks are visible on the walls, and an abandoned arm lies
ahead.

JEFF
Everyone move quickly and
quietly.

Quietness is shattered by the screaming of a man, who
comes running toward them. Some students grab to hug one
another, startled.

NARRATOR
Everyone holds their breaths in
terror. The caretaker shouts to
them for help.

CARETAKER

HELP ME FOR GOD SAKE!
JEFF Signals to everyone to stop

JEFF
(CONT’D)

Don’t move, and don’t make a
sound.

The caretaker Steve runs around the corner towards them
all.
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JEFF
(CONT’D, Bewildered voice)

STEVE!!

CARETAKER
IT’S... IT’S... Mr Higgins he’s
lost his mind, he... he... just
tried to eat me.

JEFF
Keep quiet, Mr Higgins is a flesh
eating zombie... Did he bite you?

CARETAKER
No I battered him with my mop

JEFF says while patting Steve’s back sympathetically. Mr
Higgins appears. Every one screams.

CORMAC
Oh my god there’s a zombie

SOPHIE
It’s Mr Higgins, he really is a
zombie.

JEFF
I’m sorry you have to see this,
it’s the only way to stop him.
It’s either them or us.

Jeff runs over to Mr Higgins and bludgeons him over and
over again. Students and teachers cry softly. JEFF motions
for the group to follow him down the corridor. The
students follow Jeff down the blood splattered corridor.
The sound of dragging feet and growling is heard in front
of them. Jeff signals them to stop and keep quiet.
Kathleen passes the small child she is holding to her
friend Stacy.

KATHLEEN
OH MY GOD THEY’RE COMING TO EAT
US! I don’t want to be a zombie!!

ELLIE
Shush! You’re going to get us all
killed!

KATHLEEN
Oh god, sorry for being so mean
to people, please forgive me!

LEA
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SHUT UP!

CORMAC
Stop fighting, please... I want
my mummy.

FAYE
(Crying to Miss Cotton)

I wish I hadn’t come to school
today.

EVE
(Using a worried voice;
looks up at an adult)

Are we going to die?

Everyone either turns away or shrugs.

JEFF
Everyone quiet! Oh no, it’s too
late they’ve heard us, everyone
RUN!

[CUT TO]

12 INT. SCHOOL CORRIDOR

They all make a dash for a barricaded room, zombies chase
them. Jeff bangs on a door.

JEFF
Tommy its Jeff, let us in quick!

Tommy is an ex pupil of the school who has secured a part
time job as the schools second security guard.

TOMMY
Jeff are you a zombie?!?

JEFF
NO! Now open the door before we
all become dinner!

NARRATOR
They are relieved to hear chairs
and desks being moved away from
the door.

TOMMY
(Opening Door)

QUICK GET IN!! HURRY, HURRY.

NARRATOR
Once inside Mrs Joyce looks
around wide eyed at the empty
room, where her class of children
both young and old hide beneath

(MORE)
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NARRATOR (cont’d)
school desks looking absolutely
terrified.

MRS JOYCE
(Screaming)

Where is the rest of Mrs McCabe’s
class?

Mrs McCabe puts an arm around Mrs Joyce.

MRS MCCABE
Calm down dear, we don’t know how
many survivors there are, there
could be more, we don’t know...
but right now we’re all still
alive and that’s the way we need
to stay.

MRS MCCABE
(Looking at students)

Everyone must find weapons, break
tables and chair’s if you have
to.

MARISSA
But if I do that I might ruin my
dress. I’ll look a right sight at
the formal tonight.

The whole room turns to look at Marissa.

MRS MCCABE
You silly stupid little girl,
don’t you know what’s happening
here!? There’s not going to be a
formal!

The Zombies begin banging and scraping the barricaded
door, Jeff and Tommy run desperately trying to hold them
back.

JEFF
Quickly everyone arm yourself,
this door won’t hold much longer.

No sooner has he said this than the door splinters,
cracking the door gives way. Zombies burst through,
screaming from inside the room reaches fever pitch.
Snarling zombies advance toward them, darkness envelopes
them.

[CUT TO]
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13 INT. SPORTS HALL/ FORMAL ROOM

NARRATOR
Millions of Lights twinkle like
little stars of different
colours. Fog glides across the
floor like magic. The music plays
loudly a beat faster than Marissa
imagined, but she was so happy.

A zombie group play live music as Mr Allen snarls and
growls into a microphone. The room is filled with zombies
dragging their feet to the beat. Marissa laughs as she
grabs the formal queen crown from the stage. Fitting it to
her head she smiles at everyone. Marissa laughs with a
manic expression of triumph upon her face, as she spy’s
her mother walking happily towards her.

MARISSA MUM.
Oh princess I knew that crown
would look perfect on you.

MARISSA
Oh mum I’ve made it, I’m the
formal queen. I’ll be queen
forever --- A ZOMBIE FORMAL
QUEEN!

[CUT TO]

14 EXT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT

Mr Higgins car sits in the staff car park.

NARRATOR
A group of young survivors hide
in Mr Higgins car. They managed
to escape the blood bath that so
many succumbed to. Traumatised
they try to make their escape.

Whimpering and shushes fill the car.

LUCY
Do you think they’ve gone?

JAMES
Yeah I think so.

DAVID
(comforts two young girls)

Its ok, we’re safe here.

HARLOW
Really do you promise?
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DAVID
Sorry can’t promise that, but for
now yes,

David looks at Ryan with an uncertain look in his eyes

CORMAC
Great so we’re like a can of
sardines.

EVE
Don’t say that Cormac.

CORMACH
Why not that’s what we are in
this heap of junk... Fresh meat!!

EVE
Cormac I’m telling you to shut
up, or I’m going to push you out
of this dam car.

JOY
Stop it now, your scaring the wee
ones.

LUCY
(Crying into Joy’s shoulder)

I’m so scared.

JOY
Don’t listen to him he’s an
eejit! We’re going to all be ok.

Just before anyone else can talk a boy spots something
terrifying in the cars mirror.

JAMES
I think we’ve got company.

Everyone turns in terror as a lone zombie approaches the
back of the car. Every ones starts to panic and scream.

HARLOW

QUICK DRIVE THE CAR!!!

RYAN
I can’t there’s no keys!

HARLOW
Hot wire it then, like they do on
TV!

The kids stop shouting and arguing as a familiar growling
sounds from the boot. Everyone is frozen, afraid to turn
around.
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LUCY
(Starting to scream)

Its going to get us, I want my
mummy.

Suddenly a zombie appears from the hatchback boot. It’s in
the car with them. Every one screams as it lunges at them.

[CUT TO BLACK]


